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Jury convicts Manson, 3 others
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Charles
Manson and three women members of
his hippie-style clan were convicted
yesterday of first-degree murder and
conspiracy in the savage slayings of
actress Sharon Tate and six others.
Manson was the only defendant to
speak out. After the Jury was polled he
shouted to the Judge. "We're still not
allowed to put on a defense. You won't
outlive that, old man."
The women sat quietly.
The jury of seven men and five women
had deliberated 42 hours and 40 minutes
since receiving the case Jan. IS after a

Prosecutor to request death penalty
seven-month trial.
THE SAME JURY at a separate trial
will fix the penalty, death or life imprisonment.
The Judge set next
Thursday for the penalty trial to begin.
The prosecutor said he will ask for the
death penalty.
The defendants, who frequently
disrupted the trial with courtroom out-

bursts, went out quietly after the verdict,
led by bailiffs.
They are: Manson, 36, accused of
ordering the killings to start a race war
after which he would take power; Susan
Atkins, 23, called "Vampira" by the
prosecutor because a witness testified
she tasted Miss Tata's blcod after killing
her; Patricia Krenwinkel, 23, who according to testimony complained her

arm hurt after so much stabbing, and
Leslie Van Houten, 21, described as
having repeatedly stabbed a dead victim
and enjoying it.
The Jury's verdicts were read individually on each of the 27 counts.
Manson, Miss Atkins and Miss Krenwinkel each were charged with one count
of conspiracy and seven counts of
murder.

Miss Van Houten was charged with
conspiracy and two counts of murder in
the deaths of victims l*ne and Rosemary
laBianca.
THE STATE has said it has more than
30 witnesses under subpoena for the
penalty phase of the trial.
The defense said it will have at least
as many as the prosecution. This could

mean a second trial lasting weeks or
months.
The defendants, who hadn't been in
court since being ousted Dec. 22 for bad
behavior, filed into court smiling and
chatting among themselves. The
women, in drab prison uniforms, had
ribbons tied in their long hair.
Manson, his hair disheveled and
sporting a new goatee, wore a rumpled
white shirt with a blue scarf bed around
his neck.
A defense attorney who talked to the
defendants Monday night said they "all
expected the worst."

Landlord fight 'frustrating1

Tenants find little help
By Rich Bergemaa
News Editor
The two students involved in the
bousing dispute with Doug Valentine
have found that fighting a landlord in
Bowling Green can be a frustrating ordeal.
"I really can't put into words the
hassle we've been put through," said
Jeff Caruso, senior (ED) and one of the
students involved.
"We went to all the administrators in
town and, from Mayor Skibbie on down,
we heard all of them tell us we have a
good case but they're not able to help
oi," Caruso explained.
Caruso and Wendell Price, Junior
(ED), Intend to file criminal and civil
suits against Valentine for trespassing at
their 704 Sixth St. apartment, and for
breach of contract in turning off all the
utilities to evict them

K.-.,h... ks Mm

THE NEW TRANSIT system for Bowling green, featuring one
man and one bus, began operation this week on the streets between the campus and the downtown area.

CARUSO AND PRICEclaim Valentine
wanted them out because he considered
them "trouble makers" and wanted
more rent than the students' year-long
lease with the former owner of the
apartment provided.
Valentine claims the apartment was
in a serious state of disrepair when he
bought it in October, and that he couldn't
do the necessary remodelling with the
building occupied.
He tried to re-locate the students in
other apartments, but when they didn't
like what he offered he served them with
an eviction notice in November.
Valentine denied, however, that he
turned off the gas, electricity and water
to force the students out when they
ignored the notice. The electricity and

water were shut off for maintenance
purposes, he said, and the gas was never
touched.
Students' complaints brought Health
Department official Phil Martin to their
place more than once.
MARTIN EXPLAINED THAT he was
no building inspector, but that he had
seen worse apartments.
"I've been under that house and
through It on both sides," Martin siad,
"and all I know for sure is there was no
heat or water and that went on for some
time."
He explained that, under the Housing
Code, a landlord cannot turn off his
tenant's utilities except for strictly
malntainence purposes.

"And that's what Doug (Valentine)
said he turned them off for," Martin
added. "So he had us there."
A SPOKESMAN for the county
Building Inspector's office said his
department found that Valentine had
altered the wiring feeding the electric
motor on the apartment's gas furnace.
He said it appeared to have been done
so that the heat could be turned off in
Caruso and Price's apartment, which is
half of a duplex, while not affecting
service in the apartment next door.
But he added that this did not constitute a violation of any sort, so his
department could do no more than
suggest the students get legal advice.

Fire Chief Howard Rutter said one of
his men had looked at the re-wiring on a
complaint that it was a fire hazard, but
found that it was nothing more than bad
workmanship.
Valentine was advised of the situation
and indicated he would take care of it,
Rutter said.
City Prosecutor John Cheatwood, who
would handle the criminal suit when it is
filed, said he has looked into the problem
and feels the students have "cause for
action."
He said it would be a tricky and
lengthy case, involving charging the
landlord with trespassing on his own
property, but added that there were
precedents in a case like this.

^You're children
e pigs
—Cross

Absentee landlords
can still get caught
Absentee landlords, who first gained
their "fame" at the turn of the century,
still present a nagging problem for
students at Bowling Green.
The city Clerk of Courts said recently
that the most common complaint brought
into Small Claims Court by students
involves the loss of damage deposits.
Unfortunately, most of Bowling
Green's apartments are owned by landlords who live outside the court's
Jurisdiction, the clerk said, and any
complaints must be filed in the county
where the owner lives.
The owners of Greemriew Apartments
live in Lima, Ohio, for instance, and the

Varsity Square owners live in Toledo.
JUST THE SAME, there are a few
landlords here over which the local court
has Jurisdiction, and the Small Claims
Court offers an inexpensive avenue for
students who feel they've been getting
the shaft instead of a fair shake.
The Small Claims Court handles
complaints seeking settlements up to
$150. In order to file, s person need only
fill out an Interview form, sign a complaint and pay a $2 filing fee.
The case goes to the Judge no later
than 30 days after the filing date, and the
plaintiff must then appear in court to

prove his claim.
Representation by a lawyer is often
unnecessary, but is an advantage in
technical complaints.
The Judge,' Hading in favor of the
plaintiff, cannot order payment,
however.
HE CAN ONLY render a Judgment,
which gives the plaintiff legal recourse
for civil suit should the defendant not
honor the Small Claims Court decision.
Because of this legal recourse, the
clerk explained that most cases are
settled in Small Cairns Court, and many
before they ever go before the Judge.

Student candidates selected
for Trustees representative
Three students have been chosen as
candidate* for the student representative
to the Board of Trustees.
Joe Jerome (Jr.,BA), Dick Plaskett
(Jr., A*S), and Cathy Dietlin (Jr., Ed)
were chosen by a screening committee
comprised of the five members of
Student Court. Nine students applied for
the three candidacies.
The election will be held January 27,
28, and 29 in University Hall. Ballots
were sent out by mail to all students.
They are to return them to the polling
place.

THE CANDIDATES were selected on
the basis of objectivity, mode of expression and responsibility.
The student who wins the election will
be formally welcomed by the board at
their February meeting.
The representative'sduties will be to
attend all board meetings, make
suggestions to the University's President
as to agenda items, and relate any information to the board that may
be
required about student government
As outlined in a Joint resolution issued
by the board and Student Council, the

representative will have no vote on the
board, but will be an ex-off icio member
of Student Council and the executive
council.
The representative will have office
space in the student activities office. He
will have two staff aids.
ALL THECAMPAIGMINGwill be done
by the Student Council, no candidate may
spend any money on the campaign.
Students who have any questions
about or for the candidates are asked to
call 372-2954.

N.».phoio by Jim Fl.dl..

By Glenn Waggoner
Managing Editor
Toledo Black Panther Mike Cross explained Friday how
the four Panthers charged with stealing rifles from Hayes
Hall last month could have been framed.
Speaking before about 50 students, the defense minister
for the Toledo party said that If Panthers were serious
about stealing rifles, they wouldn't have gone after small
caliber weapons like those stored in Hayes Hall.
"The level of the revolution isn't so low that we need BB
guns for pigs," he said.
Also unbelievable, according to Cross, is how a combined force of FBI men, city police and campus security
forces could have missed capturing one of the reported five
men attempting the break-in.
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING the arrest of the four
Panthers, police said a fifth man had escaped north from
Hayes Hall in the direction of the cemetery.
Also, Cross claimed he would have been consulted by
any Panthers who may have been considering going after
guns.
Cross said he was in Chicago at the time of the incident,
but offered a version of the events of Friday, December 4,
which differs from the official account.
"We got a call at the Panther office that Friday afternoon to pick up donations down here on campus," Cross
"So some of the Panthers came down and went around
among our contacts for the donations. They were heading
back to their car and were intercepted by the pigs."

"If you believed the police version of the incident, you
were duped," Cross added. "And if you don't believe it,
you're a coward for not speaking out."
Cross doesn't believe the four men can get a fair trial in
Wood County.
"AS SOON AS ANY Jury here gets a look at those guns,
those four Panthers are as good as pronounced guilty," be
said.
"The ceally funny part of the whole thing is that some of
the same pigs who busted the Panthers were later busted
themselves," Cross added.
Concerning the Panthers' goals, Cross said, "We're not
asking everybody to pick up a gun, as you're taught to
believe.
"We do ask that you work to change prejudiced views in
yourselves and others," he said.
Cross called students "children of the pigs" for not
recognizing their own oppression.
■•LOOK ATBlLLL»U,"he said. "Now you can't even
think partially about anything, and yet you mink you're free
because you can blow pot and get high."
"If you wonder what we're fighting for up in Toledo, you
ought to see old men and women In our community stealing
to live and getting busted for it," Cross said.
"And if you think the next generation of blacks is going
to take this more calmly than we are, you'd better wake up
because you're wrong," he said.
"They're trying physically to exterminate us in Toledo,"
Cross said.
"But when I die, it'll be like a man, not like a dog."

epiTGRiaLS

TOSS

currents

religion on campus

thurstin hazards
About four months ago the BG News urged the
University to Install a cautionary crosswalk sign at the
corner of Thurstin and Court Streets.
Since then four white lines, now faded into invisibility,
were painted across the pavement. And with the Increase
in traffic pedestrians are finding that crossing Thurstin is
more a llfe-and-death proposition than ever before.
Now that property entanglements in the Thurstin Court
St. area are straightened out, placing the proper caution
signals on the street is the responsibility of the city.
The city's Traffic Commission is currently talking
about putting a portable caution sign in the street in front
of the Administration Bldg. at peak traffic hours.
But this Isn't enough.
Any and all administrators with offices facing west are
invited to take a peak out of their tower in the early
morning, at noon and from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
What they will see will be people, lots of them, trying to
get to and from the parking lots west of campus without
getting killed.
And it isn't easy for them.
The dips and rises on Thurstin tend to hide the cars until
even the most cautious pedestrian suddenly finds himself
in the middle of the street staring down the grill of a
speeding super sport Camaro.
So far, the University has only sent a representative to
the latest Traffic Commission meeting to ask that some
kind of cautionary sign be installed.
But the University must do more.
Given the characteristic slowness and minimal action
of the city administration, the University must urge
strongly that adequate safety precautions be installed as
soon as possible.
And adequate does not mean a portable caution sign.
What is needed is a flashing, overhead "Yield
Pedestrian Crosswalk" sign, similar to the one on Main
£>!., and a 20 mph speed limit on Thurstin from E. Wooster
St. to Ridge St.

cross's speech
The most surprising thing about Black Panther Mike
Cross's visit and speech on campus Friday night is how
few bothered to show up.
A room in Hanna Hall used for the event was barely
two-thirds full, «nd of these students only a handful were
black.
Those who did show, however, weren't greeted by the
gun-waving radical they've been conditioned by recent
events to expect.
For whatever else that may be said about Mike Cross,
he's an articulate, educated and intelligent leader of a
growing black movement.
You may not be able to buy all or any of what people
like Cross are saying, but students with any concern for
future race relations owe It to themselves and others to
attempt to understand the motives behind black militancy.
And right now, this attempt Isn't being made.

the first half
Richard Nixon has completed the first two years of his
Presidency... the one that began with a ringing promise of "bring
us together I"
The first half of Mr. Nixon's Initial term has been
distinquished by little other than a pronounced lack of progress
toward this admirable goal.
Instead of calling for understanding between the warring
factions of American society, and striving to alleviate domestic
Ills, the Nixon Administration launched savage attacks on
anyone who chose to differ with their actions...or lack of them.
Mr. Nixon said last fall that with a new Congress, progress
could be made.
We feel that It would be much easier to get progress by
changing one office, than by putting Republicans in the 268
Congressional seats necessary for control of the two houses.
The News hopes that Mr. Nixion's next two years In office are
his last.

ByLoyalG.l
Paitor, St. Mark's Lutheran Church
How about giving religion a chance to
prove itself as an accredited part of the
academic world? She asks no favors, no
short cuts, no discounts, no privilegesJust a chance to prove her worth to the
well being of those who come to a
university to learn. Let's give It a chance
to show It's real colors, rather than keep
it in the realm of Comparative Religions
or Philosophy of Religion. These are
kind gestures of accomendation but. not
really what Is needed in order for religion
to put It's best foot forward.
Law and tradition In the United States
have placed the control of public
education In the hands of the civil
authorities. The separation of church
and state has removed the control of
public education from religious bodies,
per se. This separation of powers has
not, however, ruled out the teaching of
religion, simply because value
judgments Involving religious world
views are implicit in the whole
educational process. Those who administer and teach in these institutions

necessity command some attention at
any academic institution both as an intellectual discipline and as a way of life."
Because religion has occupied and
continues to occupy an important part in
the life and history of man, it's influence
has been felt in the shaping of moral
ideas, it's impact is felt on our culture
and it has played a significant role as a
unifying and integrating force in life. It
should be given it's chance to prove itself. If we are an open and truth-seeking
community then this part of the truth
should not be neglected.

7/ You Think The Oil Slick Is Bad, Wait 'Til They
Douse You With Detergent... I'm A Crow!'

news
Lerrers
wasted facility
Since the beginning of Winter quarter,
I have been wondering why the artificial
skating pond located near Conklin Hall
has not been flooded so it might be used
by the ice-skaters at Bowling Green. I
waited the usual two weeks that it takes
to get even the most menial request
accomplished around here, and then I
called the Administration Building. They
told me to call Maintenance.
Maintenance was not aware that the
facility existed. When they finally did
realize that there might be such a pond
on campus, the best answer they could
come up with to account for the fact that
nothing had been done yet was "it hasn't
been flooded for two or three years, so I
guess it Just isn't done anymore."
I am fed up with getting the run-a-

basketball
ticket sales
Last Saturday, January 16, 1971, I
attended the Bowling Green-Miami
basketball game at Memorial Hall. I
noticed that there were quite a number of
EMPTY seats on the West side of the
gym. I later learned that many students
who had come to see the game were
turned away.
If there are empty seats, the students
should be allowed to sit in them despite
the price difference. The students have
already paid to see the basketball game
if they bought ticket books. I know that
some people come late to every activity
but If the ticket stated that the bearer
must be at the game by a certain time or
lose his seat because there are two
games not just one, people would make it
a point to be there on time.
If the ticket office hadn't sold 150
reserved seat tickets for the game, I
think also that ISO students should be
allowed to sit in the seats not sold.
Chuck Keefer
227 Kohl Hall

•

Thirdly, he contends, "the university
is the one place where by concession of
state and society a given epoch may
cultivate the clearest possible selfawareness."
If the university Is the place of this
free pursuit of the truth then why
shouldn't there be some time and place in
the proper perspective for this thing
called religion that has been such a
major factor in the history of the world
and civilization.
Professor Paul G.
Kauper, in his essay on "Law and Public
On'nion," holds that 'religion must of

decide, directly and Indirectly, the
values which are taught and how these
values relate to the various religious
traditions and to the lives of students.
In a religiously pluralistic society,
these judgments are exceedingly difficult to make. How they are made is a
subject of much discussion and debate
and should be our concern. Karl Jaspers
in his book "The Idea of the University"
states that in any true university these
three things must be going on:
'academic teaching, scientific and
scholarly research, and creative cultural
life.'
He further states that the,
"university Is a community of scholars
and students engaged in toe task of
seeking truth." Secondly he states, "the
university is a school but of a very
special sort. It is intended not merely as
a place for instruction; rather, the
student is to participate actively in
research, and from this experience he is
to acquire the Intellectual discipline and
education which will remain with him
throughout his life. Ideally, the student
thinks independently, listens critically
and is responsible to himself. He has the
freedom to learn."

round. I appeal to the students to raise
the seemingly necessary hell to get
something done about this wasted
facility.
Jim Ely
231 Kohl

rour

man hoppe-

the senility system
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Washington, Jan. 22, 1904 - Senator
Methuselah
Mudge
(Dem-Mlss)
celebrated his 104th birthday here today
amid glowing tributes from leaders of all
political factions.
As Chairman of the all-important
Senate Committeeon Crucial Decisions,
Mudge's power to shape the destiny of
the Nation is generally conceded to be
second only to the President's.
Senator Mudge was wheeled into the
festive celebration In his honor by his
long-time administrative assistant,
Hiram Pokey, 94.
Whacking a reporter with his ear
trumpet and poking at a pretty young
secretary with his cane, the Senator
gasped, "By crackey, there's life in the
old boy yet!"
As flashbulbs popped, the powerful
senator managed, after several attempts, to blow out the candle on his
birthday cake.
He then collapsed,
exhausted.
After being revived by what Pokey
referred to as "a shot of cough medicine
and branch water," the Senator was
propped up to listen as Pokey read a
tribute from the President.
"After 64 years in Congress," said the
President's message, "all Americans
can be grateful that Senator Mudge
continues to grow in vigor, in knowledge

and in wisdom."
This brought tears coursing down the
Senator's withered cheeks. "By gum,"
he said, his dry voice cracking, "that Cal
Coolidge is the cat's meow!"
Highlight of the festivities came when
the Senator was wheeled over to a desk to
sign a bill appropriating $14.6 billion for
the new Up America! Missile System.
Lifting the pen with both hands,
Senator Mudge made his famous
quavering X as he beamed proudly at the
photographers through his thick bifocals.
Unfortunately, he had missed the bill
and signed the blotter instead. So the
ceremony - this time with Pokey guiding
his hands - had to be run through a
second time.
Reporters then gathered around to
ask the Senator his views on the major
issues the Nation faces.
"Will you propose any new programs
to deal with pollution, sir?"
"The solution to what?" snapped the
Senator. "Be specific, boy."
Another reporter inquired about
agricultural subsidies. "I say we gotta
fight!" cried the Senator. "Them
Spaniards got no right in Cuba.
Remember the Maine! If'n it weren't for

my bum leg, I'd be riding up San Juan
Hill with Teddy today."
In answer to questions about the Mars
shot, the war in Vietnam and race riots,
Senator Mudge reitereated his
"unalterable opposition" to the Gadsden
Purchase, The McKinley Tariff Act of
1698 and women riding bicycles on public
thoroughfares.
He then gave an interesting, if
rambling, 30-minute account of his
seventh birthday party in Mudge,
Mississippi, which all dignitaries present
said they found enchanting.
At this point, an experienced
reporter equipped with an electric
bullhorn held the device firmly against
Senator's Mudge's ear and shouted.
"Sir, you have risen through the ranks
of Congress to become Chairman of its
most influential committee and the '
second most important man in the Free
World. What -advice do you have for
young men who seek positions of
leadership in our democratic system?"
For the first time, comprehension
appeared in the Senator's eyes.
"Tell them to work hard, live clean
and," he said, "drink a glass of Geritol
once a day."

■me BG news

'WHERE TO?"
An Independent Student Voice

let's hear from yoi

) mmt (t*r

The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest columns not
be written in direct response to
any other published editorial
Item.
Letters should be a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four
typed page* triple-spaced.
The News maintains the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hall.

•*,°'
managing editor

james b. smith
glenn d. waggoner

™m <■""
editorial editor
issue editor
sports editor
photo editor
contributing editor
copy editor
business manager
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Former soldier still concerned

Student organizes anti-war group
ByBabTkacx

is, as the name suggests, an
organization of U.S. veterans
In 1966, David Ferguson of any war who are trying to
was a student at Bowling help stop the war in Veitnam.
Green.
Ferguson explained, "The
His feeling toward Vietnam majority of the guys who have
which then was only a been there feel it is unjust, or
"conflict" and not yet a war, that it has gone too far. We
was apathy. He said, "I didn't went there and we don't
think the war was that im- consider ourselves radicals
portant. I became concerned who want all-out revolution.
when I thought I might be We think that we can do some
good."
affected by it"
David Ferguson became
Why is he still concerned
affected by the war that year. with the war? Because of the
He flunked out of school.
things he saw done while in
Rather than wait to be Vietnam.
drafted, he enlisted in an
His job was to question
Army Intelligence Unit and prisoners with the help of an
became a counter-intelligence interpreter.
"Ringing them up was one
special agent with the Fourth
Infantry Division stationed thing used on prisoners" he
near Pleiku in the Central said. "Wires from a batteryHighlands of Vietnam.
operated field telephone would
Now Dave is back at the be attached to their fingers or
University.
ear lobes and the phone would
He did his "patriotic duty" be cranked up, giving the
and will no longer be affected prisoner an electric shock."
by the war, yet he is still
A less technical method
concerned with it.
used which Ferguson menHe is one of the organizers tioned was that of simply
of the Bowling Green chapter dropping a baseball bat on the
of the Veterans Against the bare toes of a prisoner.
War.
Any type of torture used on
Veterans Against the War the prisoners was done by the

Coup in Uganda
claimed by army
N.».photo by Jim Fi.dl.r

DAVID FERGUSON

Students to vote this week
on voluntary financial aid
A proposal to establish a
volunteer student financial
fund will be presented to the
students on the January 27, 28
and 29 referendum.

Boy identifies
'joint' smmll;
four arrested
SPRINGFIELD. Mass.
(AP) - After seeing marijuana
on television and smelling a
burning "joint" at last year's
state police demonstration in
a county fair, 10-year-old
Donald Sasen had an idea
what the stuff was.
And, he was certain, the
babysitter and her three male
companions weren't smoking
plain old cigarettes in the
bathroom Saturday night.
He gave brother Joseph, 9,
a dollar to snatch the
cellophane bag sitting on the
bathroom shelf.
Joseph had been warned by
the sitter about coming
downstairs so he sub-let the
job to brother Michael, 5.
Mike snatched the bag and
turned it over to Donald.
Donald made an excuse to
go outside and scooted down
the street to a drug store and
called police. His babysitter
and her friends were smoking
what he thought was
marijuana, he told a desk
sergeant.
He turned his snatched
evidence over to narcotics
officers.
The sitter and three boys
were arrested on a variety of
narcotics laws violations.

The basic proposal is
whether students would
voluntarily contribute money
for a financial aid fund.
Several alternatives will be
offered. The fund could be for
scholarships, loans or a
combination of the two.
Also, the students will be
asked if they wish the fund to
be administered by the
Financial Aid Office or
through a student committee.
"Students don't have to
contribute to be eligible for
assistance," said William
Achbach, chief sponsor of the
proposal. "Each quarter,
along with the regular
University mailings, a pledge
card will be sent out and the
student would have the option
of contributing any amount

they wish, or not at all."
If students show a
favorable response to the
proposal, Achbach hopes to
have the operation set up by
fall quarter. "We could start
processing applications as
soon as the money becomes
available," Achbach added.
The fund will have no
operation expenses. All extra
time needed to administer the
fund will be donated by the
Financial Aid Director
Richard Gordley. Thus, all
money collected from the
students will go directly to this
fund.
"With this fund, money will
become available in the
middle of the year for any
emergencies," Achbach
added.

Senior seminar opens in

KAMPALA, Uganda (AP) Army dissidents claimed the
overthrow of President Milton
Oboto yesterday as he was
heading home from the
Commonwealth summit In
Singapore, and warned other
governments not to interfere.
A few hours after Radio
Uganda announced the
takeover, Oboto arrived in
nearby Nairobi, Kenya, and
associates said he had
established radio contact with
Kampala.
"The army takes over
power and warns all foreign
countries to keep noses out of
Uganda's internal affairs,"
said the Uganda broadcast.
It made the victory claim
after 12 hours of fighting with
a rival faction of the armed
forces in which an undetermined number of persons were reported killed.
The broadcast said the
revolt was led by Brig. Gen.
Idi Amin, commander of
Uganda's armed forces, and
William Oryema, inspectorgeneral of police.
Both leaders appealed for
calm and urged the people to
go back to work Tuesday.
The broadcast said all
political prisoners would be
set free and promised that
elections would be held as
soon as possible to choose a
civilian government.
Oboto, who has run

Uganda's government for nine
stormy years and survived
oneassassination attempt, was
accused
of
permitting
corruption in his regime,
ignoring army demands for
better living conditions and
giving top government jobs to
favored friends.
Oboto,
45,
became
president of Uganda in 1966,
ousting former President Sir
Edward Mutosa, who was also
king of Buganda,richest of the
four kingdoms of Uganda.
Oboto abolished
the
kingdoms, presented a new
constitution and, a year ago,
introduced "the common
man's charter," which he
described as a move to the
left.
In May of last year he
nationalized several firms and
the import and export
business.

Concert
tickets
All floor seats for the
Sha-Na-Na-Rare Earth
concert have been sold,
: according to Rick
Bradford,
UAO
:
president. There are, ■
however, a limited
number of reserve and
bleacher
seats
available, he said.

Vietnamese translaters,
Ferguson said.
"We like to think we
(Americans) are good and
don't do that type of thing.
They (the Vietnamese) don't
care about things like that,"
he explained.
Ferguson also said that
Montagnards, rather backward people from the remote
highlands of Vietnam, were
brought in for questioning.
One man was brought in and
held because he had the same
name as a suspect.
"People would be brought
in and worked over for being
forced to give food to the Viet
Cong," he added.
A saying which was quite
common in his unit was that
"if they weren't a V.C., they
are now."

Another Interesting aspect
of the war, according to
Ferguson, was the attitude of
the people there.
While in the intelligence
service, Ferguson's title was
"Mister." He had no rank
such as captain or major.
Because of this, he said, he
was In a position which
enabled him to be involved
closely with both the
American and Vietnamese
officers, as well as the enlisted
men.
Because of this Tankless
rank," Ferguson noted,
Vietnamea-often came to him
to sell the names of V.C. for
bottles of wine or whiskey.
"One chief of the military
security service, a Vietnamese organization similar
to the FBI. wanted me to get

him a stereo system from our
PX," said Ferguson.
"The high level, or upperclass Vietnamese attitude
is that the United States la
there for their benefit, and our
being there is a good thing,"
stressed Ferguson.
"The low class peasants
want the U.S. to get out," he
added."We only brought the
war.
Without the United
States there, there would be no
war, but ho real change In
their life style either." he
continued.
"The country is really just
torn to hell, with North
Vietnamese rockets,
American bombing and
mortar attacks in searching
out N.V.A. and V.C. troops."
he said. "It will take them
years to fix things again."

Nixon effort meets
opposition in house
WASHINGTON (AP) While President Nixon intensified
efforts
with
congressional leaders in
behalf of his "new American"
Revolution," one of his major
proposals ran into formidable:
House opposition yesterday.
The two men who will have
a dominant voice in deciding
whether and how Congress
approves the sharing of
federal revenues with states
and cities made clear they
dislike the proposal. And they
told the President how they
feel.
They are Rep. Wilbur D.
Mills, (D-Ark.), chairman of
the House Ways and Means
Committee, and Rep. John W.
Byrnes, (R-Wis.), the top

minority member.
Without the committee's
backing, the revenue proposal
would have a hard time getting off the ground.
Mills and Byrnes were
among many congressional
leaders who met yesterday
with the President in one of a
series of briefings.
Their views didn't jibe with
those of House Republican
Leader Gerald R. Ford of
Michigan, who voiced optimism over the revenuesharing prospects.
Mills and Byrnes met
privately with the President.
They said they would give a
hearing to the proposal to plow
back to the states and local
governments $16 billion In

Federal revenues.
No time was set for the
lengthy hearings to get under
way.
"I am perfectly willing to
have hearings, but not for the
purpose of promoting the plan
-for the purpose of killing it,"
Mills told new men
He added that he does not
oppose lumping some federal
grants into block allocations
for such general purposes as
education or job training, with
local authorities having more
to say about how the programs
should be run.
Byrnes told the President
"we have
philosophical
difficulties with revenuesharing and are basically
opposed to It."

Inaugural Month' planned
Bowling Green State
University's "Inaugural
Month" Is slowly beginning to
take form, according to
Richard Bryson, coordinator
of the inaugural committee.
"Right now, we know what
we want to do, but we're not
exactly sure how to do It,"
Bryson said.
The committee is charged
with 'coordinating a month of
events-slated for April—to
serve as an inaugural of sorts
for President Hollis A. Moore,
Jr.
The Board of Trustees, at
President Moore's request,
voted to do away with the
traditional
inaugural
ceremonies
which
are
characterized by pomp,
pageantry, and heavy expenses.
"We want to spotlight the

University," Bryson explained, "and hopefully put
emphasis on the various areas
that the University is involved
In through a variety of
eventi."
The month will 'Jminate
in a modified inaugural day,

he said.
The twelve-man committee
has been meeting about twice
a week, and will meet again
tonight in an effort to begin
laying out a concrete foundation for the month.

BiG Bonus at

PAGIIAIS

American studies field
A senior
seminar
in
American studies, taught by
Dr.
Robert
Goodwin,
professor of philosophy, and
Dr. Alma Payne, chairman of
the
American
studies
program, has been opened this
quarter.
The course is centered
around a theme of "selfrealization
through
intellectual inquiry."
The
students fry to evaluate their
lives in respect to their
surroundings through various
philosophical works. They
also evaluate the value of
intellectual inquiry, and

discuss its relevance at tne
University.
The course is offered twice
a year, and will be available
again next quarter.
Dr.
Robert Perry, dirctor of
Ethnic Studies, and Dr.
Carlene
Blanchard
of
American studies will direct
next quarter's course on the
theme, "An ethnic approach
tc social change in America."
The
seminar,
a
requirement for American
studies majors, is open to all
seniors , in
humanities
programs.
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Second oil spill seen
ByawAiMcUMPreM
Neerly half the oil dumped
into the San Franciaco Bay a
week ago has been recovered.
But on the East Coast,
officials are seeking a way to
remove nine million gallons of
oil from a tanker that ran
aground at the harbor in New
Haven, Conn.
Authorities said there was
no evidence of damage to
waterfowl or marine life in the
New Haven spill. In
California, there was a sharp
dropoff of damaged birds
reported. About 2,500 oilsoaked birds were being
treated in cleansing stations

by volunteers.
Standard Oil of California
reported that round-the-clock
operations involving 700 workmen and thousands of
volunteers have recovered
399,000 gallons of the
estimated 840,000 gallons of
ship fuel oil spilled into the
San Francisco Bay when two
company tankers collided in
heavy fog last Monday.
The Coast Guard prepared
yesterday to open a hearing
into the spill, which has left
most of the oil churning
around water outside the
Golden Gate Bridge.
Standard had 19 skimmers
operating Sunday, 1( inside

the bay and three outside
picking up oil streaks as far as
12 miles at sea and 36 miles
north to Drake's Beach and 25
miles south to Half Moon
Bay.
At New Haven, officials
were waiting to aee which way
a big oil slick , caused when a
Humble Oil Co. tanker ran
aground Saturday, was going
to move.
Nine of the ship's oil
compartments on the port side
were ruptured and about
316,000 gallons of home
heating oil spilled into the
channel.
Much of the oil moved into
Long Island Sound.

Connecticut Water
Resources Commission official Russell Dibble said that
since the accident the
pressure Inside the ruptured
compartments had equalized
with the pressure outside and
that no more oil would be
forced out as long as the
situation remained stable.
He said none of the
remaining oil in the tanker,
the Esso Gettysburg, had been
unloaded because of the
danger of upsetting the
pressure balance.
Two conservation group*
sought to broaden the hearing
on the Golden Gate spill to
subpoena witnesses and
evidence beyond the crews of
the two tankers.

TheyVe got just the spot for you.

Bad day
at Black
Rock

Maybe you sweated four years to
And you'll find it on 14 plants. In
9 different countries. On five diflose your identity To become a bit
of information stored in a computer.
ferent continents.
Well, congratulations.
The reason for our success1
You've got plenty of chance to
People.
become just that in our depersonWe develop talent. Not
alized, do-not-fold-spindle-or-mutimachines. If you've got ability,
late world.
you'll get the chance to show it.
What you don't have is much
And if you show it, people
chance of escaping the numbers
will notice. And you'll get ahead.
game and holding on to your
We're big enough, and growing fast enough, that there's plenty
identity.
Maybe we can give you that
of room for you to grow.
chance.
Yet we're not so big that you'll
We're Hoover.
ever get lost in the shuflle.
You probably know us for vacSo why not sign up now for
an interview with
uum cleaners. And
we're the biggest in^iS}
f Hoover.
that field.
„' f ' '■ [.-,f - Z _ 'yjf^^pf ^About all you've got
But you'll alsoi~■"• •>'''•
'
'•• *T -""to lose is 20 minutes.
Those 20 minutes may
find our name wi^fLiT"! - r—^y. !
about 80 other
I _.'
„
gain you the chance not
to lose your identity.
products.
"
H
Al.lr 14. DeiUviA.

Bowling Greens Campus Security has recently been pur
in an unfavorable position because of the recent events.
CWCS (Communication with Campus Security) would
like you to meet the men who will never make the head- lines
. . . it's not their bag

NOBODY WAS promenading in the Lounge
yesterday, as Photo Editor Brian Steffens found
out after shooting some frames for us. In fact,
this is the most industrious looking bunch we've
seen in the Lounge in a long time. But if you look
closely, the gal in the back isn't really book in' it;
she's reading us The News. Right on.

give to the
March
of Dimes
THE HUTCH
PET SHOP
New Shipment of Fish , Plants
Iguana, lizards, tortises. chameleons
boa constrictors turtles., hamste. s
guinea pigs and birds.
521 South Prospect
Bowling Green, Ohio
Phone— 354-9603
HOURS:

Prepared by Concerned Students of Bowling Green State University
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1-9 p.m. Monday. W.dna.day, Fridoy
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FALCON TRANSIT SYSTEM
BEGAN OPERATION MONDAY JANUARY 25

Take A Ride On The Falcon For Just 25c
THESE STOPS ONLY
1. Mail St, at Music City

2. N. Colltft it McDosald Qiidriicjli

4. Krt.scl.sr Qiitlrii|li Parkisg 1st
7. Frattrsity Row

5. IGSU Parkisf 1st 4
I. Rodgtrs Qsidriifls

10. Foiidtrs Resid.it Hill

4. Harsknai Qiic,r»|ls
9. Kohl Risldiics Hill

11. Grsyisiid In Stitisi

HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday through Thursday: 12 Noon - midnight
Friday & Saturday:
12 Noon - 2 AM

The following Merchants will validate a
purchase ticket (obtain from bus driver)
with a minimum purchase. The ticket can
then be used for a free ride to BGSU

Nichols
lot j. «.,„
354-7171
13.00 minimum

PUM:

Klevers Jewelry
125 H. Main S..
Phan. 353-6491
53.00 minimum

3. IGSU Uiioi

>
»
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LIFE files disqualification motion
LIFE, the environmental
action group, has fltod •
motion with the Atomic Safety
and Licensing Board to
disqualify two of Its members.
The members, Dr. Walter
H. Jordan and Dr. Charles E.
Wenters,
have
vested
financial interests in the
outcome of the license
hearings of the Davis-Besse
Nuclear Plant In Port Clinton,
according to LIFE.
The motion was to have
been received by the threemember board at its meeting
yesterday. The board Itself
will
rule
on
the

Studmnt faces
fwo charges

N—.phoio h, GotJr C.I.

A SPOKESMAN FOR LIFE, Vicki Evans, said the group is seeking to
disqualify two members of the Atomic Safety and Liscensing board on the
grounds that they have a personal interest in the Davis Besse plant
hearings.

Adult education offers new courses
Seven new courses will be
among the 22 subjects to be
offered to be residents of
Bowling
Green
and
surrounding areas when adult
education classes begin
February ».
New courses will include
basic seamanship, prints and

engraving, advanced sewing
and clothing, intermediate
ceramics, Mr. and Mrs. Fixit.
gourmet cooking for men and
women
and
basic
photography.
Registration for classes
will be held today through
Thursday, Feb. 4from7 to 1:30

Dr. Gossard to discuss
curriculum and research
Dr. Arthur C. Gossard of
Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Murray Hill, N.J. will serve as
a visiting lecturer at the
University Wednesday, Jan.
17.
Lectures,
informal
discussion, assistance to
faculty members concerning
curriculum and research
problems in physics will be the
subjects of Dr. Gossard's
visit.
He will visit under the
auspices of the American
Association
of Physics
Teachers and the American
Institute of Physics as part of
a broad, nationwide program
to stimulate interest in
physics.
Dr. Gossard is a member of
the Solid State and Quantum
Physics Research Department at Bell Telephone
Laboratories.

Since
Joining
Bell
Laboratories in 1M0, Dr.
Gossard has specialized in
basic research in the physics
of solids. He has been concerned
with
magnetic
properties of transition
metals, the physics of
superconductors, and the low
temperature behavior of
magnetically ordered
materials.

p.m. in room 106, Bowling
Green Junior High School.
Registrations may also be
made by sending the applicant's name, address,
course and fees to James
Galloway. 1048 Fort Drive,
Bowling Green, or by phoning
Galloway at 352-5572 Jan 31 or
Feb. 2 between 7 and 9 p.m.
Classes will meet once a
week for a period of six to 10
weeks, depending upon the
course.

in auto death
Philip Zaks, Junior (Ed.),
driver of a vehicle Involved In
a fatal auto crash Jan. 9, near
Ohio U. which killed a
University coed, faces two
charges in county court in
Hocking County next month.
He has been charged with
vehicular homicide an1
reckless driving, according to
the county clerk of courts.
Bond was set at (SOD and
Zaks, also a University
student, was released on a
note of personal recognizance.
Zaks is scheduled for a
preliminary hearing Feb. 4.
Killed in the accident was
Charlene Culp, 21, a member
of Delta Gamma sorority
here.

Sale

officer. If you have two years remaining at Bowling Green State
University and are interested in obtaining a commission as a
Second Lieutenant in the US Army., come to

151 M.ao.igl Hill ,

THURSDAY, 28 JANUARY 1971 it 4:30 P.M.
Wednesday Jan. 27
Sign Up Today in
Rm. 405 Student Services Bid.
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Poly Contrast Paper
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Miss Evans said.
The other member of the
board is its chairman, Walter
T. Shallerup, Jr.
LIFE is also planning a
series of fund-raising drives to
pay for lawyers and other
incidental fees.
Members
have already sent out more
than 1,000 letters seeking
contributions from people who
have signed petitions against
the Davis-Besse plant.
The organization is also
planning a benefit dance
February 6 with several bands
ionating their services.

way to fulfill your military obligation after college is os an Army

B-gii

ABORTION

THE BROTHERS OF APO
ZK CHAPTER, WISH TO
CONGRATULATE THE
NEW OFFICERS:

"resident
1st. Vice
2nd Vice
Secretary
Treasurer
Hist.
Sgt. at Arms
Alumni Sec.

facility and would benefit
from the construction of the
plant.
Miss Evans said LIFE is
looking for a non-partisan
board to judge the merit of
the proposed plant.
"We want a fair trial.
Personal and financial interests are at stake compromising these both members of the board," she
commented.
Should members of the
board decide to disqualify
themselves, the hearings
would have to be postponed,

If you are thinking ahead, you probably realize that the best

ROOM

-cup un uvc.

•«oirssioH«L scMiuims SERVICE.
MS rim aw, an r»> ctty IMII

The article was quoted by
LIFE as saying. "Scientists
and the public should be
prepared to face the
possibility of a nuclear Incident...The only way we will
know what the odds really ore
is by continuing to accumulate
experience in operating
reactors."
Dr. Wenters, the other
member being opposed bv
LIFE, is employed by Union
Carbide Co.
LIFE charged that Union
Carbide is involved with the
AEC In running the Oak Ridge

TWO YEAR
ARMY ROTC
PROGRAM

liter vis ws for Stidtit
Hsisitef Association R«* rtstititivts

LOW COST. SAFE. LEGAL

(212)490-3600

disqualifications.
UFE's petition said Dr.
Jordan is employed by the
Atomic Energy Commission
at its Oak Ridge, Term.,
facility Oak Ridge is involved
with reactor experimentation
as well as production of fuel
for commercial
nuclear
plants.
Dr. Jordan has also written
an article which appeared in
the May, 1970, issue of Physics
Today, Vicki Evans, LIFE
spokesman said. The article
expressed his personal view
on nuclear power generation.

George Polity
Tom Domer
Dave Gerhan
Lorry Newman
Dove Bocklond
John Ryerson
Al Radefeld
Scott Gardner

120, 135
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VC stage airport attack
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP)
North Vietnamese and Viet
cong troops shelled Phnom
Penh's
airport
again
yesterday and attacked other
positions on the Cambodian
capital's defense perimeter.
Explosions
reverberated
throughout the night.
Enemy
troops were
reported taking up positions in
villages north of the airport,
but U. S. planes continued to
fly In arms and ammunition.
Guards at the airport
fought a gun battle at the end
of the runway during file
night. The guards said they
could not estimate the size of

CHARLES A. MUNN and his wife, who don't Ilk* to change planes in New
York. So they chartered a nonstop flight from Paris, France to the Internationa I Airport in West Palm Beach, Fla. Munn reportedly paid $18,000
for the special flight.

McGovern urges relations
between U.S.,
'•/ Red China
STOCKTON, Calif. (AP) Attacking what he calls "the
tyranny of the untruths which
have shackled our thinking"
about Communist China, Sen.
George McGovern has urged
the United States to establish
diplomatic relations with the
Peking government.
The
South
Dakota
Democrat, who started his
campaign for president one
week ago, told a forum at the
University of the Pacific
Sunday night that Americans
must accept the fact that "the
Chinese civil war is over on
the mainland and it will not be
undone."

To continue to recognize
the Hormosan government of
Chiang Kai-shek as the formal
Chinese
government,
McGovern said, "is pure
fantasy."

Myths and fears about Red
China, he declared, "may be
the most costly and dangerous
untruths in all of American
foreign policy. We should
move now to recognize
mainland China and to
establish diplomatic
relations."
McGovern said that even if
Communist China "had the
inclination, she has neither the
military nor
industrial

capacity to seriously threaten
our safety at levels beyond the
protection we can readily
supply."
He said the United States
should call off plans to build
antiballistic missile shield
against China, end the trade
embargo, establish travel and
cultural contacts, and support
admission of mainland China
to the United Nations, and its
permanent membership on
the Security Council.
As for the future of Formosa, he said, "I hope it can
be resolved through United
Nations
auspices, based
perhaps on a plebiscite."

the enemy force which
retreated toward the north
after the fight
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong soldiers were reported
taking up positions in villages
north of the airfield. Cambodian troops started clearing
operations in the area,
villagers reported.
Lt. Col. Am Rong, the
Cambodian
military
spokesman, said enemy
gunners slammedmorters and
rockets into the military
section of the airport through
most of the night, and several
mortars fell close to the
civilian terminal. He said

TO
DO
TODaY

t

Open critique of "The
Night Thoreau Spent In Jail"
in 315 Univeristy Hall. The
director, cast and crew will be
present to answer questions
and discuss the play.
SOCIOLOGY
COLLQUIUM
Dr. Dan Perkuchln will be
the speaker and his topic is
Guttman Scaling, 4 p. in.
Wednesday in the Alumni
Room.
HUMAN SEXUALITY
SYMPOSIUM

One Step Beyond

By Robert J. Liberatore
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"Birth Control in Light of
Birth Defects" will be the
topic of Dr. C. W. Doustaal
speech department, at 6 p. m.
in the Main Lounge, Prout
Hall.
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WOMEN SKIERS
There will be a meeting in
206 Women's Bldg. at 7 p. m. to
let you know what's happening.
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t,ast in a series of
programs "Mystery of the
Mystic" and Howard Higgens'
' "Among the Spirits" will be
presented at 7:30 in the Grand
Ballroom, Union.
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Dr. Rosenberg from the
Physcology Dept. and Mrs.
Morton from the English
Dept. will speak on "Sexuality
and Identity of the Women's
Physical Education
Movemenfat 7:30 p. m. in the
Court Rm., 4th floor, Student
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Some of the withdrawing
troops ran into an enemy force
as they moved eastward, and
the Saigon men claimed 30
enemy killed.
One South
Vietnamese
soldier was
reported killed.
There was speculation In
Saigon that fresh South
Vietnamese troops might be
sent to Phnom Penh if the
threat to the city worsened.
With the end of the Highway 4 operation and the withdrawal of the South Vietnamese, two U. S. helicopter
carriers that hid provided
combat support for the
operation were withdrawn
from the Gulf of Siam.
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ACROSS

Rev. Keil and Rev. Wurzel
will speak on "Pros and Cons
of Abortion" at 7 p. m. in the
East Lounge, Treadway Hall.

§tm / mum

3 Kricnds: Kr.
4 Color.
j Arbor.
Ii Nimbi.
7 Noon*
x Antelope.
9 Turf.
Ill Wnler craft.
11 Acidity.

PUZZLE

16 Yean l.nt.
Hi Policemen:
2 writ,

UNIVERSITY THEATER

said enemy troops were
gathering east and south of the
city.
There also were reports of
heavy fighting at Prek Ameak
and Preah Prasap, two key
positions on the east banks of
the Mekong River about 10
miles north of Phnom Penh.
Probing attacks were also
reported on a camp at Bek
Chan, IS miles west of the
capital along Highway 4, and
at the Kambel training camp,
formerly Phnom Penh's golf
course.
Terrorists in Phnom Penh
blew up half the city's main
electric power plant Sunday
afternoon. Two other terrorist
attacks were reported in the

there was no damage.
It was the second attack on
the airport in four days. On
Friday, snipers moving
undercover of a mortar and
rocket barrage virtually
wiped out Cambodia's tiny air
force, killed 39 persons and
wounded 170. The airport was
closed
to
commercial
airliners, but giant U. S. Air
Force C130 planes, each
carrying up to 20 tons of cargo,
were flying in arms, ammunition and other war
materials.
Am said fresh
North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong
concentrations had been
spotted northwest of Phnom
Penh. Other military sources
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WIZARD OF ID

by Brim p.rk.r and Johnny hart

The crowd pleaser
CLaSSIFIED
the money you want In your
spare tune All you need ll a
little ambition and a lot of
Ride ru-ded to N J weekend friend .^Interviewing evenings
of Jon. X. Can lasve anytime. Jon. 17 t all day Jon. J». at
Call MM
Holiday Inn, Mr. Rice. Rm.
115. or 351*211 at. 115
NEEDED: Ride to Toledo
Airportllon.-Fcb. 1. Alter]. FOR SALE OR RENT
Will Pay NO 372-1411
Typewriters, adders ond
Ride Needed to Ohio u. Jan. calculators. Sales Service and
». Will share Expenses Linda rentals. &7 S. Main 361-7710
a Man 372-1700
Majestic Paint Bids
RIDES

Need to Arrange Ride for girl BEYOND THE ORDINARY
from Miami to B.G. Jon » in Custom Wedding Rings by
trade for ride to Miami Fab.». PHILIP MORTON ConRound Trips only-Call 352- temporary Jeweler 112 W.
Wooster
LOOT * FOUND

■me BG news

LOST: a pair of black frame
Call 3-47J4
LOST: CnUo. Watch. Mem
Hall Call Steve. MtM
BUS I N E S S
PORTUNITTES
STUDENTS-NEED EXTRA
MONEY? Let me know just
what your needs are and 111
snow you an unlimited
You caa make all

Stereo components - 3 months
old Sony SRT-0040 Amp. •into 1100
B.S.R McDonald
turntable-|75. Twin rocnllnear 11X1 speakers 1100
CaU TllsMe Musi seU
Mustang red hdtp , purchased
3-lM7:3w)4barrell,lspd.G.
car. 11005 Ph. 351-5170
1ITO Siata Spring
Classic
style sports car by Fiat. Must
sell. Best offer. CaU 353-3035
afters

For Sale: Mexican-made. 6otring. Classic al guitar.
Excellent Condition 150 cash
So* It in Rm. 300. Hanna
For Sale: While 1967 MG-B
Win Wheels. OverdrWe.
29.000 miles. Coll S54-3S14
Hard Top for tS to 't7 Corvelte 1115 35J-M13 after 6 pm
GRAD
ROOMMATE
NEEDED-Your own room in
3 bedroom apt at Stadium
View-JSJ.7404
1 girl needed for apt. Please
Call 353-3189
Newly built 3 bedroom
apartments near university.
Year lease starting June 15
completely furnished for 4
students at 1*5 per stadent
Ph JS3-7M1
1 F. R-mate needed'
353-OleS after 4 pm

Call:

Still available 3 4 4 man
apartments for Immediate
rental, too Napoleon Rd. 3545771 also taking deposits for
summer rentals 1-4 man apts.
Pool 4 Air CondiUoning

WANTED: 1 or 2 gtris (or apt.
starting Feb. or Mar. 353-0402
3 bedroom house US per mo
Married couple only. U7-51I2
alter 5 30
2f.r-mstes-now4spring »
per mo. 3M4UK
Male
R-mate
wanted
Greenview Aptl. 351-7013

Go Greek and Write at the
Same tune
Join the Beta
Gamma Nu's!
OPHIDIAN: CONGRATS ON
YOUR NEW STATUS.
Bandicoot
Tbi Brothers of Sigma CM
congratulate Dale Kruggel
and Shem Dubinsky on their
engagement

YE OLDE PIZZA PUBSpecials 5 90-7 00 Tuesday
and Wednesday-Spaghetti N
cents, 3 servings 30 cents each
additional serving.

Undecided' 'JpUght' Contused'
Resolution
Counseling Coaler, W Skidant
Services.

CongrstuslUons Kay and
Steve. and Carolyn and Joe on
your engagement The AJ>
Plo

Congratualtlons Carolyn 4
Jos, and Kay k Steve on your
engagements.
DIDDLE
POOZE

Art, Stump a
Hump Don and Densse: Congratson
congratulate Bart a Tawn on yow PIKA UvaUeriag-T.
their engagement
Attention Eco-Freaks: LITE
NOeting-Wed. Jan. J7-7:0»
pro-Room 2» Math-Science
BWg-Be There'
B*v
4
MsryannCongratula lions for a job WeU
Dane! L4L Dabby a Rant*

YE OLDE PIZZA PUBThursday-Veal r^rmlgiano11.25. Side at Spaghetti
ITALIAN PIZZA and BEER
every Night Open 5:00-1 H
Tues thru Sat.
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Course entails 'fishy' study
By Judy Tarjaiy

In a landlocked region 500
miles from the nearest ocean.
University students are
studying marine life.
They are observing, tending and researching live
ocean animals in a miniature
marine environment in the
biology department's aquatic
laboratory.
The lab. one of the few salt
water aquariums in Ohio,
houses a variety of animals
including sea urchins, sea
anemones, a clingfir&i. King's
Crown snails, three "very
hungry" blennies (small fish
about three inches long), and
a large number of hermit
horseshoe and spider crabs.
Fish do not make up the
greater part of the collection
because they are harder to
keep alive in a laboratory
environment, according to
Mrs. Cynthia Groat, instructor in biology and
supervisor of the marine
laboratory.
The collection also boasts
an Astangia coral from northern waters, which was
captured off Cape Cod in 1965
It is the lab's oldest specimen.
In addition to serving as a
laboratory for students interested in marine life, the lab
is also open for group tours.
"Most Ohioans have never
seen bve ocean animals,"

Mrs. Groat explained, "and
they're most interesting when
alive."
The
lab was
first
established in 1963 to give
students enrolled in zoology
courses an opportunity to
observe the animals they were
studying. On the basis of the
lab's success, the marine
biology course was later
added to the University
curriculum.
Students who successfully
complete marine biology may
enroll in an advanced seminar
course with the opportunity
for individual research.
Despite their landlocked
location, students in the class
do have the chance to visit the
ocean once during the course.
According to Mrs. Groat, this
is probably as often as they
would go if they were attending a university on the
coast.
A field trip to Ocean
Springs. Miss., during spring
break is required of all marine
biology
students.
Accompanied by Mrs. Groat, the
students spend five days
collecting and studying new
specimens. They note the type
of animal found and the
habitat in which it is living.
"Although we always lose a
few animals on the trip back,
we usually return with more
live specimens than we have
tank space!" Mrs. Groat said.

Employment
The following employment
opportunities are available for
the week of February 1.
Appointments for interviews
can now be made in the Office
of Career Planning and
Placement Services, third
floor of the Student Services
Bldg.
BUSINESS
FEBRUARY 1
Laventhol
Krekstein
Horwath and Horwath - Open.
Haughton Elevator Co. Acctg.. mgmt. trainees.
I
FEBRUARY 2
Rowley Publications Open.
National City Bank of
Cleveland - Mgmt. develop,
program.
General Telphone Co. of
Ohio - Open.
Burke
Marketing
Research, Inc. - Open.
The Travelers Ins. Co. Act. sci.. bus. admin., claim
ser., data proc. sys., risk anal.
& underwriting, sales and
sales mgmt.
Toledo Edison Co. - Acctg.
and fin., gen acctg., analyst.
The Central Co. - Field
mgmt., underwriting, claim
admin., data processing
procedures, pers. and legal.

(Cleveland,
Staff
accts.
Alexander Grant and Co.
(Toledo, Ohio) - Open.
FEBRUARY 4
The Higbee Co. - Mgmt.
trainee, merchandise trainee
Cooper Tire and Rubber Prod, supervision, sales.
General Tire and Rubber Engineers, chem., accts.,
sales and prod, supervision.
Central National Bank Mgmt. candidates.
Price-Waterhouse and Co. Staff act., tax asst.
Toledo Blade - Open.
Wicks Corp. - Open.
Toledo Trust - Trust investment, bank investment
securities, branch admin., tax
and credit.
The Plain Dealer - Summer
interns as reporters, copy
editors and photographers.
The J. L. Hudson Co. Mgmt. training in merchandising.

FEBRUARY i
The J. L. Hudson Co. .
Mgmt. training in merchandising.
The Plain Dealer - Summer
interns as reporters, copy
editors and photographers.
R.C.A. - Computer Sales
and systems program.
Connecticut Mutual Life
FEBRUARY 3
Diamond Shamrock Corp. - Ins. Co. - Life ins. salesman
Sales, acctg., tech. service. and mgmt. trainees.
Republic Steel Corp. Tech. assoc., ope.- asst. in AGENCIES AND COLLEGES
prod., oper. asst. in electrical
FEBRUARY 1
maintenance
and
enUnited Planning Corp. vironmental control.
Open.
Halle Bros. Co. - Open.
Navy Recruiting Station Hunting ton National Bank Comm. lending, trusts, acctg.. Officer candidates.
install, loans branch mgmt.
Packaging
Corp.
of FEBRUARY 2
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,
America - Ind. sales trainees.
Office of the Inspector
prod. mgmt. trainees.

At the University, each
student in the course is
assigned a tank in the marine
laboratory, where he learns
how to keep an animal in an
artificial environment over a
period of time and discovers
the animal's habits.
Keeping the tanks in
condition is very timeconsuming. Students say they
spend from five to ten hours a
week to "all my time" feeding
the animals, regulating salt
content and temperature, and

controlling fungus growth to
maintain a simulated ocean
environment.
The tanks are filled with
"instant ocean," an artifical
sea water developed by
William E. KeUey, formerly
associated with the Cleveland
Aquarium.
The animals are fed about
three times weekly. Larger
ones eat fresh frozen shrimp,
while smaller specimens feed
on brine shrimp hatched from
eggs in the laboratory.

Students also have the
opportunity to take related
courses in marine biology
during the summer at the Gulf
Coast Research Laboratory In
Ocean Springs, because of the
University's affiliation with
the lab.
"This, combined with a
good background in biology,
gives our students quite a good
record - for having graduated
from an inland university."
Mrs. Groat said.

40 Ohio Penitentiary guards strike
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Forty Ohio Penitentiary
guards struck yesterday in a
dispute over the assignment
of overtime work.
The strike affected about
half the guard force scheduled
to report to work at 6 a.m.
Some guards working overnight were kept at work past
the normal shift change.
Some prisoner
work
details were kept in their cells
because there was a shortage
of officers to guard them.
About 25 prison guards milled
outside the prison after time of
the shift change passed.
"They have several minor
complaints," said Warden
Harold J. Cardwell, "but the

main one has to do with the
assignment of overtime. I met
with a group of them and tried
to get to the bottom of it. They
feel that overtime is handled
inequitably."
Cardwell said the issue
concerns 30 to 40 guards who
he said have excessive absenteeism.
He said assignment of
overtime is based on an
employe's record.
"They claim that we go
back too far in checking a
man's record." he added.
Prison guards have a
starting salary of 1289 per
hour and Cardwell said they
get annual increases for five
years to a top scale of about

Opportunities
General- Open.
Bureau of Federal Credit
Unions - Fed. credit union
examiner.

remedial reading.
Norwalk Pb. Schls.. Conn. All areas.
FEBRUARY 4

FEBRUARY 5
City of Akron - Rec. Dist.
Supervisor I, pers. anal., Eng.
I, pb. health nurse, sanitation.
SCHOOLS
FEBRUARY 1
Utlca Comm. Schls.,
Michigan - Open.
Crestview Schls.. Ohio, Open.
Plymouth Schools, Ohio Open.
Kern High Schl., Calif. Open.
Clearfork
Bd.
of
Education, Ohio - Music vocal,
home econ., voc., el. ed.,
math.
Urbans City Schls., Ohio Open.
Evanston High Schls., 111. All candidates in upper third
of their class. Undergrade
and grads.
Wood Co. Bd. of Ed., Ohio Open.
Alpena
Pb.
Schls.,
Michigan - Open.

Roseville City Schls., Mich.
-Open.
West Clermont Lcl. Schls.,
Ohio - Open.
Birmingham Pb. Schls.,
Mich, - El. art, home econ.,
librarian, music, sci., math,
spec, ed., ind. arts.
Norwalk Pb. Schls., Conn. All areas.

13.45.
There are 360 guards at the
prison, which houses 1,780
inmates.
"Some of the working
companies are being held in,
because we don't have the
guards to handle them,"
Cardwell said. "They were
fed and returned to their cells
rather than sent on work
assignments."
Bennett J. Cooper, chief of
the corrections division,
termed the walkout a wildcat
strike.
A spokesman for about 25
guards who stood outside the
prison complained that guards
who took sick pay benefits are
discriminated against when it
comes to getting overtime
assignments.
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ONE GOOD thing you can say about snow-it's scenic. It isn't often you find
as picturesque sight as this taken by News Photographer Jim Fiedler on
inner campus. Framed between a purity pole and one of the too few trees on
campus trudges a lone student off to become educated.
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SPECIALS OF THE WEEK

app.als to bfi
CAIN'S

saoklig •■ TV
LONDON (AP) - The
British Broadcasting Corp.
rejected yesterday appeals
from viewers for a ban on
smoking on television.
The British government is
waging a campaign against
smoking, but a
BBC
spokesman said many regular
smokers found TV appearances "unnerving experiences and the familiar
ritual of cigarettes helps to
steady their nerves."

POTATO CHIPS
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WHITEHALL ICE CREAM
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Tilt Wt.k.,, ftfcf

FEBRUARY 5
Warren City Schls, Ohio El. gen. sci., math, home co.,
ind. arts. Eng., soc. St., HPE,
sp. ed., art, music.
South Huntington Schls.,
N.Y. - EMR, instr. and-or
vocal music, MHPE, gen. sci.,
sox. st., eng., biology dr. educ.
Waterford Pb. Schls. Mich.
- All areas.
Birmingham Pb. Schls.,
Mich. - El., art, home econ.,
librarian, i.husic, sci., math,
spec, ed., ind. arts.

FEBRUARY 2
MarysvUle Schls, Ohio Open.
Fairfax Co. Pb. Schls., Va.
- All areas.
FEBRUARY 3
Findlay City Schls., Ohio Open.
Schl. City of Gary - Most
Areas.
Orange Unified Schl. Dist.,
Calif. - El. ed., Eng., phy. sci.,
gen. sci., math, Spanish,
French, ind. arts, dev. and

1^ &TUDENT VOIGt

maw
A Sfupgitr

BoaRo

Ohio Citizens Trust - Mgmt.
trainees.
Moore Business Forms Open.
Alexander Grant and Co.
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Skaters stop Bobcats,
stand 3-7 in MCHA
By Fred R. Ortllp
Assistant Sport* Editor

in his last four games by
scoring once in both outings.
"I really feel a lot better
When someone isn't feeling now," said the 22-year-old
so well, it's usually wise to junior after Friday's game.
give them the proper "My confidence is back and
medicine. And for the ailing things are beginning to look up
BG hockey team, who had lost for the team too. We should
two straight games and seven win all the rest of our games,
of their last eight, the Ohio with exception of maybe Notre
University Bobcats turned out Dame who should be very
to be Just what the doctor tough," he said confidently.
ordered.
Vivian agreed to the fact
When all was said and done, that next to Clarkson, these
the Birds, now 3-1 in the were probably two of the
MCHA and 7-11 overall, came biggest wins of the season.
away with consecutive 6-1 and "All of 'em are big ones now,"
8-4 wins over the lifeless he said matter-of-factly.
Bobcats at the Ice Arena. OU
"The big thing was that we
stands now at 0-4 In the won," echoed goalie Paul
association and 7-8 overall.
Galaskl, who got back Into
The Falcons got some action for the first time in five
outstanding performances out weeks Friday. The only goal
of a few individuals who have the Bobcats got against him
been in long slumps. The came when John Ranelli
biggest slumpbuster of the skated from behind the net
weekend was Gerry Brad- and slipped it around Galaski.
bury, who exploded for eight "He had no help from his
points in the two game set defense on that one," said
(including five on Friday that assistant coach Rick Allen.
tied the team record). As a
On Friday OU struck first
result he moved into the midway through the initial
number two scoring slot for period but fell victim to a
the Falcons with 23 points.
couple of BG power plays
"Gerry just relaxed a little before the period's end .Then
and went out and did the Job," the Falcons completely
explained Coach Jack Vivian. dominated the second period
"He carried and set up the and came out leading 5-1,
puck real well. He's got his before adding one more in the
confidence back and that third. They outshot the Inshould help us greatly."
vaders by a 49-21 margin.
Brian
Williams
put
The Bobcats weren't as
everything together against lackadaisical Saturday. After
Ohio to the tune of four goals the BeeGees Jumped out to a 2and an assist. "His first goal 0 lead within the first 5:08, OU
Firday was the best back hand averted what looked to be the
shot I've ever seen in college framework of a big rout into a
hockey," crooned Vivian.
tie score some 10 minutes
Then there was Mike Root later. Root sticked in the tiewho picked up his fourth goal breaker a minute hence to cap

the first period scoring.
noteworthy to mention that
Ed Mundy, the OU leading Chuck Gyles, the second
scorer who had four points for leading penalty-getter for the
the weekend, tied the score at team, was not whistled for one
three but no closer than that infraction in either game.
did the Bobcats come.
Gyles had served a three
In patented fashion, the game suspension for his lack
Falcons used the middle of good conduct on the ice and
stanza to slash their way to a celebrated his return with two
5-3 lead and erase any doubt goals and five points for the
as to who would dominate In weekend.
theend. Three more BG goals
"Boy, It's sure good to be
in the final round put the icing back," he smiled. "I sure feel
on the cake.
sorry for Gordie (McCosh,
"We've been having good who still has three games to
second periods all season," go on his suspension.)"
mused Vivian, whose team
Ohio will get two more
now boasts a heady 7-2 record chances to deal with the
in front of the home folks. "As wounds inflicted them by
long as they score it's a good BG later in the season,but the
period," he quipped.
Falcons aren't worried about
The Saturday game was that. Right now the Birds are
marred by 22 penalties and concentrating
on
toe
three disqualifications along University of Guelph, whowith a
few
"minor" they- hope-will be the next
disagreements between the victim on the BG chopping
two teams. In view of this, It's block this weekend.

»M>l*>.o b, N.I I 01 ..n

BRIAN WILLIAMS(20) is giving Ohio
University's goalie fits as he comes in
with a shot in front of the net. The

Marshall stomps cold 'Birds'
By Harold Brown
Sports Editor

first half. Both teams had a
chance to break the game
wide open several times but
The Bowling Green Falcons neither BG nor Marshall
bad a chance to pull their seemed to be Interested in
game with the Thundering scoring points.
Herd of Marshall University
BG's Bob Quayle, 6-2 guard
out of the fire until late In the broke the ice and gave the
second half when they went Falcons their only lead of the
cold and Marshall got hot.
game with just under a minute
Neither team played ex- played.
ceptional basketball in the After that Marshall reeled off

osu

edges Frosb
in closing minutes

ByJoeBurchlck
Sports Writer
Oh! So close but yet so far!
Trite the above saying
might be, but it pershaps beat
describes last Saturday's
freshman basketball game
between visiting Bowling Green
and Ohio State, won by the
Buckeyes 9646
The 12 point victory margin
might at first indicate an OSU
romp, but it was not until the
final minutes of the game that
victory "as assured as the
Falcons gave Ohio State all
they could handle throughout
the game.
Playing on the unfamiliar
hardwoods for the first time
this season did not affect the
Falcons in the least bit as they
opened up a 13-10 advantage in
the first six minutes. But then
coldness at the charity stripe
and some hot Ohio State
shooting quickly erased the
margin as the Falcons soon
found themselves trailing by
11.28-17.
Steve Breitigam got the
Falcons rolling again, hitting
six straight points to cut the
lead to seven points, 28-21, and
forcing an Ohio State time out
with 7:01 left in the half.
BG continued to peck away
at the lead and finally tied the
game at 28-28 on Bob
Hotaling's two foul shots.
Chris Reinhardt's basket
put Ohio suite up 30-28, but
Jack Wissman sank both ends
of a one-and-one to tie the
score again. Both teams exchanged
buckets
the
remainder of the half and
Gary Repella's foul shot with
0:01 left gave Ohio State a 3736 halftime advantage.
With four minutes gone in
the second half. Jim Kindle
sank a foul shot to even the
count at 46-46 The Buckeye's
opened up a 50-46 advantage,
but baskets by Wissman and
Kindle knotted the score once
more.
This was the last time that
the score was tied as the hosts
quickly opened up a nine point
lead which the Falcons could

4?

not close, although they got
within three on a few occasions.
Kindle was the top scorer
for the Falcons and the game
with 27 points. Other Falcons
in double figures were
Wissman and Breitigam with
15 and 13 points respectively.
Gerhard's 23 points and
Repella's 22 markers paced
the Ohio State scoring.
The frosh will be in action
tomorrow night at Kent State
and will be home Saturday
night
against
Western
Michigan.

Ball State upends
Falcon grapplers
Now.photo by N.ll Ottoti

I AM THE COACH, could easily be what
assistant hockey coach Rick Allen is
saying. Neither head coach Jack Vivian
or Allen had much to complain about
though as the Falcons dropped OU twice
last weekend.

Dean Bard returns
in OSU track meet
ByVbiMasmlx
Assistant Sprats Editor

Falcons broke out of a minor scoring
slump last weekend to score 14 times.

ByDanCasseday
Sports Writer
Ball State showed Bowling
Green that poor records can
be misleading as the Cardinals upended the Falcon
matmen at Muncie Saturday,
24-16.
The Cards, entering the
match with a 1-8 mark, swept
to an 11-4 lead before Dennis
O'Neil picked up five points
for BG on a forfeit. The
Falcons, however, couldn't
quite recover and dropped
their third match against five
victories on the season.
The Falcons had a chance
to tie or beat Ball State going
into the last match. They
trailed 19-16 and Falcon
fortunes rested on the
shoulders of heavyweight Tom
Hall. Tom knew it only too
well. The big freshman tried
too hard to win and ending up
losing his match, sealing the
Ball State victory.
"The team's inexperience
hurt us," said coach Bellard.

Jim Spiers ran a 2:02 half
Dave Fagley was another
mile
to
which
Bordt good looking newcomer for
remarked, "he's Just a fe- Bowling Green, Saturday,
Dean Bard soared 13'6 to a reshman so that's not bad, but covering the 70 yard lilgh
personal triumph and a fourth let's just say that was his hurdles in :8.8 for fifth place.
place finish in the pole vault at indoctrination."
This was just the first of the
the Ohio State Open this
Two Falcons who showed many meets in the entire
weekend. It was his first some flash competing indoors track season, but coach Brodt
official competition in the for the first time included Ted likes what he has seen
event since injuring his back Farver, who finished fifth in already.
when he fell 14 feet attempting the grueling 600 (1:14.6), and
"The performances were a
to vault in this same meet one Rex Miller, turning a :51.4 heckuva lot better than they
year ago.
quarter mile, the first time were at this time last year."
The unique thing about he's run It in a meet
he said.
comeback was that out of four
Bowling Green vaultera
competing, he was the only
one to place.
Also at the Columbus meet,
the Falcons distance corps
gave glimpses of things to
come later in the indoor
season, and especially in the
outdoor campaign.
Sid Sink ran a 9:06 in the
invitational two mile finishing
fifth, and clocking as good a
track time as he expected.
"He didn't run the indoor
season last year, but he ran a
good race Saturday considering it's only the biginning
of the season," Brodt said.
"Sid's still a couple of week's
away yet."
Two other Falcon distance
men who figure in the plans of
weeks and meets to come are
Jim Ferstle and Tracy Elliott
who crossed the finish line of
the open two mile in sixth and
seventh place respectively on
times of 9:116 and 9:21.1.
In the mile Steve Danf orth
ky Bill Ucl-t„.
ran a 4:16.4, while in the half
mile it was Rich Breese In a
SILHOUE . __ AGAINST the sky and the Flag an unidentified diver takes a
1:56.1, Rich Schnittker, a
plunge. The Falcon tankers won two meets last weekend. They squeaked by
1:57.8, and Bob McOmber a
Ashland 57-Sa Friday and swamped Central Michigan U-47 Saturday.
1:57.4.

"If not for that, we wouldn't
have been in the position we
were in. The pressure was on
Hall. He tried for a pin and got
pinned."
The opposing coaches
naturally had different
opinions of their team's
performance. The Ball State
mentor termed the match
"our best of the season.".
Coach Bellard could only say
that "we didn't wrestle as well
as we have".
Four Falcons got credit for
victory.
O'Nell's win by
forfeit and Jerry Norbo's pin
earned ten of the sixteen
Falcon points. Steve Taylor
and Dave Wolfe won by
decision to wrap up the BG
scoring.
"There were positive and
negative aspects to the meet,"
Bellard noted. "In the- first
match at 118 Tom Bowers got
pinned for the first time ever
by a kid he beat last year. At
the time of the pin he was.
winning 4-0."

eight straight points and was
never headed. They won 8044,
going away.
The Falcons could not get
untracked in the early
minutes as they forced several
shots and failed to get in
position for reboundsCoach Bob Conibear stayed
with his starting lineup less
than three minutes when 5-10
sophomore guard Al Russ
came Into the game for Rich
Walker. Walker scored only
one point in the first half. He
returned to the game four
minutes later replacing Russ.
Another factor against the
Falcons waa the cold shooting
of 6-5 forward Dalynn
Badenhop who had only two
points for the evening and was
one of nine from the field.
late in the half, Russ again
replaced Walker, 6-5 Tom Scot
was replaced by 6-5 Eric
Hymes and a minute later
Scott returned to the game
replacing Badenhop.
Badenhop scored his only
basket with 7:05 left in the half
and Walker scored his only
point of the half on a free
throw at 1:33. The Falcons
went to the dressing room
trailing .14-29.

The second half was more
of the same for the Falcons as
they dropped behind by six or
seven points and would close
the gap to two points but never
gained enough momentum- to
tie the score.
Marshall's field goal
percentage fell off slightly in
the second half but not enough
to aid the Falconswho shot a
miserable 39 per cent for the
game. Marshall made 45 per
cent of its shots.
Even though the Falcons
"Lea Arko was beaten in a never seemed to get the
hard fought match at 134," the rebounds when they needed
coach continued. "We almost them, they did out rebound
had to have that one. And B1U Marshall 48-45. This was the
Fickes got pinned by Terry only important statistical
TerHaar. I didn't think he category in which the Falcons
would. I thought we'd do had an advantage.
Jim Connelly, 6-7 center,
better in those three matches."
"On the positive side Steve
Taylor was outstanding. He
beat their top man (Warren
Gamble) 7-6, after being
behind 64. Norbo did a good
Job and Dave Wolfe beat one of
their top four."
Al Womack missed the Ball
State match and likely wont
wrestle until this weekend.
Len Corsi subbed for him and
lost 8-6 when he ran out of gas.
Coach Bellard felt better
conditioning by Coral or
Womack's presence might
have made a difference in that
match.
However, the meet is Just
history now and the Falcons
must look onward to tomorrow
night's match at Toledo. The
Rockets are 5-1 on the season
and nationally ranked, but, as
even basketball fans can tell
you, anything can happen in
the BG-TU rivalry.

led the Falcons with 17 points
and 20 rebounds. Connally
scored most of his points on
hook shots .over Marshall
center Dave Smith. Smith
also had 17 points and was
credited with 15 rebounds
The Falcons were not
plagued by fouls as they were
called for only 12, probably the
fewest number called against
them this season.
"Key turnovers hurt us but
I think our people played
well," Conibear said. "We
got careless on our iont
defense and let the crow*
bother us," he said.
The Falcons had a'
whopping 27 turnovers while
Marshall had 17.
Conibear thought the
Falcons disciplined offense
gave the Thundering Herd
some problems.
It was obvious that Marshall was not playing up to its
billing because they had been
averaging more than 100
points an outing on their home
court.
Marshall Coach Stewart
Way said his team lost its.
timing because of semester
examinations during the
previous week. "We weren't
hitting the shots we had been
in previous games until late in
the second half," Way said.
That was all that mattered
because Marshall broke the
game open with about 11
minutes left on the clock.
Scoring
Bowling Green (64).
Connally 7-3-17, Quayle 6-2-14,
Russ 2-1-5, Babik 044, Booms
144, Walker 4-4-12, Hill 044,
Badenhop 14-2, Scott 4-14,
Hymes 1-1-3.
Marshal] (80)
D'Antoni 7-3-17, DePathy 14-2,
Lee 9-5-23, Henry 8-1-17,
Wilcox 044, Collins 2-0-4,
Orsini 044, Smith 8-1-17,
Bertlan044.

Falcon tankers epset Ashland,
swamp weak Central Michigan
The Falcon tankers won
two meets this weekend,
defeating highly touted
Ashland 57-58 Friday night
and
whipping
Central
Michigan 66-47 Saturday afternoon.
The swimmers victory
over Ashland was the biggest
win of the young season for the
Falcons. It was Ashland's
first defeat of the season.
Ashland was rated fourth in
the college division of the
NCAA last year.
The Falcons won the
Ashland meet by winning the
400Jyani freestyle medley, the
last event of the meet. ' BG
won the race by eight tenths of

The Falcons were also
aided by some fine diving by
Tom Walter who won both
diving events. Another factor
in the Falcon's favor was the
disqualification of Ashland's
medley relay team at the
beginning of the meet
On Saturday the fate of the
Falcons was never In doubt as
they won four of the first five
events on their way to beating
Central Michigan.
The Falcons won both relay
events Saturday. Individual
winners were Frank Mutz in
the 1000 yard freestyle, Wayne
Rose in the individual medley
and Steve Briethaup in the 100
and the SO yard freestyle
events.

